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RESOLUTION 2017 - 20 1	
RESOLUTION TO 2017 ANNUAL CONFERENCE SESSION  2	
Resolution Relating to the Work of the Special Commission to General Conference 3	
on a Way Forward and the Unity of the Church 4	
Presented by the Executive Committee of the Eastern PA Evangelical Connection 5	
 6	
WHEREAS, our Lord Jesus prayed for the unity of the church (John 17);  7	
 8	
AND WHEREAS, our Lord stated, “If a kingdom is divided against itself, that kingdom 9	
cannot stand. If a house is divided against itself, that house cannot stand.” (Mark 3:24-10	
25);  11	
 12	
AND WHEREAS, eight Annual Conferences, seven Boards of Ordained Ministry, and two 13	
Jurisdictions have stated or voted that they will not fully uphold The Book of Discipline 14	
regarding our standards for ordination, behaviors that disqualify a person for continuing 15	
in the ordained ministry, or marriage;  16	
 17	
AND WHEREAS, the Judicial Council has re-affirmed in October, 2016 that such actions 18	
or declarations of intent by Conferences and Boards of Ordained Ministry to not fully obey 19	
The Book of Discipline are illegal (Judicial Council Decisions 1327; see also JCD1329, 20	
1330 (2016)); the Judicial Council has also re-affirmed that no Conference, Board, or 21	
Agency of the church may “legally negate, ignore, or violate provisions of the Discipline 22	
with which they disagree, even when the disagreements are based upon conscientious 23	
objections to those provisions” (JCD 886 (2000); 1330 (2016)); 24	
 25	
AND WHEREAS, we are in a recognized time of possibly irreconcilable disagreement on 26	
matters of sexual ethics and church polity, so that the 2016 General Conference 27	
established a Special Commission appointed by the Bishops to address this issue and 28	
find a way forward for the entire United Methodist Church; 29	
 30	
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Pennsylvania Conference calls upon 31	
the Special Commission on a Way Forward to work deliberately and expeditiously as it 32	
prepares a recommendation for a called General Conference of 2018 or 2019; that it 33	
regularly update the people of the Church regarding its progress, or lack thereof, and that 34	
it bring forth a recommendation that would definitively resolve our debate over The United 35	
Methodist Church’s sexual ethics and its understanding of marriage; 36	
 37	
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Eastern Pennsylvania Conference calls upon the 38	
Special Commission to propose a plan that calls for accountability and integrity to our 39	
covenant, and restores the good order of our church’s polity. We call upon the 40	
Commission to reject any plan that includes a “local option” around ordination and 41	
marriage as incoherent, creating unequal standards across the denomination and 42	
opening the Church to potential lawsuits on grounds of inconsistent polity, and further 43	
fracturing the unity of the church.   44	
 45	
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution as passed shall be sent to 46	
the three (3) moderators of the Special Commission on a Way Forward within 90 days of 47	
the conclusion of the 2017 Annual Conference (Bishop David Yemba, Bishop Ken Carter, 48	
and Bishop Sandra Steiner Ball).  [The presenters of this resolution are willing to assist in 49	
its mailing, either by post or electronically at the discretion of the Conference Secretary.] 50	
 51	
Persons Responsible for Presenting Resolution: Rev. Joseph DiPaolo and Rev. 52	
Matthew Heckman 53	
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